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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

 

GRAFFITI REMOVER  

       
1. Description 

Graffitis Remover is a very active paint remover of low toxicity in spray which can be eliminated 

with water. Its formulation allows a correct application on horizontal and vertical surfaces.  

2. Properties: 

 Quick action 

 It removes all kind of paint: synthetic, acrylic, vinyl, with oil, polyester and polyurethane, 

epoxy varnish, etc. 

 Removable with water and soap. 

 Low toxicity 

 Highly humidification and penetrating action. 

 Without chlore compounds (dychloromethane). 

 

3. Recommended uses 

Quick action stripper to eliminate any kind of paint or varnish. Easy and safe application on 

different supports: wood, metal, stone, concrete. Ideal for DIY, industry... 

4. Presentation 

Cans:  520cc/400ml 

5. Technical characteristics: 

 Propellant 

 Density  

 Viscosity 

 Appearance 

 Olour 

 Application temperature 

   

DME 

0.86 ± 0.01 gr./cc 

10 – 11 sec.  (Copa Ford Nr. 4, 20ºC) 

transparent gel  

Cyclohexanone 

From 10 to 35ºC 
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 Inflammability 

 Pressure 

 

 Life of the product 

 

 

Extremely Flammable 

4 bars at 20ºC 

7-8 bars at 50ºC 

> 3 years 

 

6. Instructions 

Before use, shake the can vigorously during 30 seconds. 

Spray generously the surface to be stripped and leave to act during a few minutes (between 15 and 

30 minutes, depending on the kind of paint, thickness, number of layers, etc..) Remove and wash 

the surface with water and soap. If necessary, apply a second layer in order to remove the old paint 

or the hard layers.  

7. Security 

As it is an extremely flammable product, it must be applied in a very good ventilated zone with the 

appropriate protection measures. 

The aerosol can features the correspondent security indications which must be followed. For 

further information please check the Security Data Sheet. 

 

The information provided in the present technical sheet is the result of the research undertaken in our 

laboratory as well as real experiences based on applications. Nevertheless due to the fact that quite often 

the products are used in conditions beyond our control, we cannot warranty the good results of the product 
if the application and use are not the correct ones. 
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